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Thank you for purchasing  the smart toilet, please read this manual carefully 
and use it correctly.
Keepin a convenient place after reading the instructions.



Important safety guidelines safety precautions

When using electronic products,especially children,you should  follow the safety 
guidelines.It includes the following：please read all the guidelines before the 
product  is installed.

This product belongs to the electrical product,so please do not install in the place where the water is 
easy to be splashed or high humidity.When used in the bathroom,please install the ventilation 
equipment to keep the bathroom in good circulation.

Danger-in order to reduce the possibility of electric shock!

!

Warning-for the possibility of scald,electric shock,fire and injury

1.Do not place the product or store it in a place where it may get wet.

2.Please do not bring the remote control into the bathtub,sink and other liquids 

3.Do not spray water into the product or plug section.

Young children,paraplegic,are not sensitive to temperature.When using the 
product,you need to be accompanied by others and please adjust the
temperature to the  lowest  level  or  close the toilet seat temperature.

The product  is limited to the functions listed in this specification.Do not use 
ancillary  equipment  recommended  by  the  company.

Please do not continue to use this product if the product line or plug is 
damaged, the product fails,the  product  is damaged or in the water.Deliver 
the product to a nearby designated maintenance center for inspection or 
maintenance.

Please make sure that the wire is not ironed.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Do not use this product in a sleepy or sleeping state.5.

Do not drop any items into or into water or water pipes.6.

Do not use this product outside of your words.

Please save this safety guide.

Be sure to comply

warning
Ignoring this sign may 
cause serious injuries or casualties

If no operation is caused by ignoring 
this sign,it may result in personal 
injury or property loss

!
attention

7.

Please read carefully (safety precautions) and use them correctly. 
The notes listed here are important security-related matters, and be sure 
to comply.

The signs and meanings are shown below Examples and illustrations of icons

warning
It is not feasible,(forbidden);
Leftimage(disassembling)

Represents the need for(mandatory) 
execution of the content;Left image 
representation (must be followed)

Ban on water

!

!

attention

! Warning
Doater or detergent on product or power plug.
Can cause fire or shock
May cause the toilet to rupture,damage or indoor water seepage

The outlet of the power supply wiring should be installed as follows.

The circuit of the socket should be protected with high sensitivity,quick type leakage switch(rated inductor
below 15mA)or insulated transformer(1.5 KAV or above,3 KAV).
b.The installation position of the socket must be above 0.3m above the ground,and as far as possible 
from the bathtub.
The grounding line of the product must be earthed.Please be sure to get the ground line.

If it is not grounded,it may cause shock.
Note: ground handing here refers to the grounding resistance under 100Ω,panel and the 
ground wire of more than 1.6mm in diameter copper wire.

Please use it in the bathroom 
Please make sure the power plug when used in the bathroom a silica gel hasbeen used in waterproof 
processing 
If it is not waterproof, it may cause fire or shock ．

Can cause fire or shock

A  fire or electric shock may be caused if the wiring is not followed.

!
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! Warning

! Attention

Do notinstall this productin damp places such as bathroom
Donot allow cigarettes to beclose to the product

Do not use finger or other items to put in or block the warm air outlet
Please do not block the warm air out of the vents.
Do not clog the warm air outlet.It is absolutely not possible to disassemble 

repair and transform products

Please do not continue to use the product 
whenit fails.

Do not useloose power outlet

Pull out the plug when the following occurs
Close the inlet Angle valve and stop the 
water

May cause fire or shock

Do not plug the power plug with 
wet hand

Do not damage the power cordor 
the seat cable

Do not use long wire socket

Do not use ac 110V power supply

May cause fire or shock

Guard against 
damp Use wet

place

forbid fire

Prohibited 
remove

Banon
wet hands

Ban

Ban

Ban

Do not use water other than tap water

Ban

Ban

Ban

Ban

!

must obey

!

must obey

!

must obey

!

The fault content...
Ontology is leaking 
The product cracks and cracks 
Abnormal sound,abnormal smell unit 
burnt smoke comes out 
Abnormalheating of product 
The toiletis blocked

Sit on the stool for along time. Please adjust the 
temperature of the seat to the room temperature 
When the following person USES the heat 
preservation seat and the warm air to dry, 
please adjust the seat temperature to the room 
temperature, the warm wind temperature adjust 
to the wind

Children and old peoplecannot adjust 
their temperature to the right degree. 
The patient,the disabled,etc.The ease 
of sleep medications(a sleeping pill, 
medicine, etc.), depth of sleepiness 
people drinking and fatigue.

If continue to use the defective case, may 
cause fire disaster, electrical shock or 
indoor water seepage problems

It may cause fire, electric shock 
and short circuit if it continues to 
be used regardless of product 
damage. If the power cord is 
damaged, it should be repaired 
by professionals

Do not pull,do not work,do not 
heat, do not force bending, do 
not pull, do not put the weight 
on the power line and the 
connecting line

Pay attention to the low temperature scald

Pull the plug when notinuse for a 
long time When aleak occurs,close the 

inlet Angle valve and stop the 
water

Prevent damage from freezing

Please keep warm and soon,
raisetoilet temperature

Freezing can result in water inlet 
configuration and internal damage of the 
body which can leak

Could cause a fire

It can cause burns,electric shocks,and burns
Please pay close attention when children and old people use it

Please do not force or impact, do not stand on the stool coveror 
body,do not place heavy obiects

Ban
May cause product cracking,bulk drop,personnel injury
The toiletis broken, which can lead to indoor flooding.

For maintenance,please use the diluted kitchen detergent (neutral) and do not use the 
following products.

Ban

(toilet detergent, home use detergent, gasoline, banana water, detergentpowder,nylon brush,etc.)
lt can damage the plastic and make it crack and cause personal injurylt may damage the water pipe and 
cause a leak

In the condition of opening the inletAngle valve,
the water inlet filter cannot be removed,and the 
water filterwith water filteris released

Do not twist or damage the 
water inlet hose

Ban
Ban

May cause fire or shock

There may be problems with skin inflammation May cause fire

Can cause fire or shock

Do not connect the wire or use 
extension cordin the middle of the 
road,it will cause the fever to cause fire 
and electric shock.

Can cause aleak

Do not use the toilet to wash away anything 
other than large or urine

For safety reasons,please plug the power
When used again, the corroded water can cause 
inflammation of theskin and soon.Please use after 
water

Other wise it can cause a leak.

Freezing can result in water inlet
configuration and internal damage 
of the body,which can leak

Ban
Otherwise,it may lead to a blockageand overflow of 
sewage

lt could cause aleak

must obey

!

! warning!
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must obey

!

must obey

!

must obey

!

must obey

!

Plug in the power cord

When the toilet seat is blocked, please pull out the power 
plugand remove the blockage from the pipe that is sold on the 
market

Do not direct sunlightinto the product

Do not direct sunlightinto the product

Please confirm the plug in the power cord before use. The plug and socket should 
be closely glued to the non-loose or incomplete phenomenon, or it may cause an 
unexpected fire caused by heat.When not using this product for a long time, please 
unplug the power.

Do not pull out the power plug, will do automatic washing, can cause sewage 
overflow,indoor flooding.

Easy to make products change color, aging or cracking

Please use the attached hose

precautions for use

Please abide by the following matters

Cause of damage and damage

Do not use dry cloth or 
tissue paper to wipe 
the product body 
(non-ceramic part) 
and seat, cap

Do not rinse directly with water

breakdown cause

Please do not pourpee on 
the body and nozzle

Please pullout the power plug 
when it is thundering.

Bad action

Do notlean back on the cap

May result in casing and damped damage.

The sensors, sensors and remote control are not allowed to send 
signals and receive signals
Can cause the intelligent toilet to misoperate

toilet 
paper

dry cloth
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Please abide by the following matters.

In case of freezing overnight,damage to prevent freezing.
Please take anti-freeze measures

Please don't bring the heater or the heater to the body.
It will change color or malfunction.

Please don't rudely open the seat or cover.
It can crack or fail
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Night
Light

Night
Light

Night
Light

Seat Temp
Adjustment

Seat Temp
Adjustment

Seat Temp
Adjustment

ECO mode
ECO mode

ECO mode

Nozzle
Backward

Nozzle
Backward

Nozzle
Backward

Cover Control

Cover Control

Seat Control

Seat Control

Air 
Temp

Adjustment

Air 
Temp

Adjustment

Air 
Temp

Adjustment

Water 
Temp Adjustment

Water 
Temp Adjustment

Water 
Temp Adjustment

STANDARD VERSION PREMIUM VERSION

Power/Stop key: short press to stop the function; Press and hold to turn the toilet on and off.
Female cleaning key: When sitting, short press the Female Cleaning key, open the woman washing, continue to shortpress the 
Female Cleaning key, open the mobile massage cleaning.
Hip cleaning key: While sitting, short press the Hip Cleaning key, open the buttock wash, continue to short press the Hip 
cleaning key, open the mobile massage wash.
Drying key: When sitting, if the toilet has flushed once, press short to open the drying, if the toilet has not flushed, press short to 
flush the toilet first, and then open the drying.
Seniors/Child Mode: When sitting, press to open Elderly mode. At this time, the default is the seat temperature and water 
temperature of the 3rd gear about 104°F,and the one-click cleaning mode of cleaning water pressure and drying the 3rd gear. 
Whether or not the seat is occupied, long press to turn on the child mode cleaning. The default cleaning mode is the seat 
temperature and water temperature of 01 gear 93.2°F,and the cleaning water pressure and drying are in 01 gear. 
Note: When the child mode cleaning is turned on, only the power/stop key, dry key, nozzle forward and nozzle backward keys are 
available, and other functions cannot be used.
Water Temp Adjustment/night light key: short press, adjust the water temperature, normal temperature /01 /02 /03 cycle 
adjustment, 01 speed 93.2° F "Di" warning, 02 speed 98.6°F "Di" two warning, 03 speed 104°F "Di" three warning, normal 
temperature "Di" long warning. Press and hold to turn the night light on and off.
Air Temp Adjustment key: short press, adjust the wind temperature, normal temperature file /01 file /02 file /03 file cycle 
adjustment, 01 file "Di"one prompt, 02 file "Di" two prompt, 03 file "Di" three prompt, normal temperature file "Di" one long sound.
Seat Temp Adjustment/ECO mode key: short press, adjust the seat ring temperature, normal temperature /01/02/03 gear cycle 
adiustment,01 gear 93.2°F "Di" warning, 2 gear 98.6 °F"Di" warning, 3 gear 104°F "Di" warning, normaltemperature gear "Di" 
warning. Press and hold to enable the energy saving mode.
AUTO: Short press to open the one-key cleaning mode (spray rod fixed cleaning for 30s, mobile massage for 30s, automatic 
flush after completion, and then open for drying for 3min)
Water pressure key: short press, adjust water pressure, 00 /01 /02 /03 cycle adjustment, 00 file "Di" one prompt, 01 file "Di'two 
prompt,02 file“Di" three prompt, 03 file “Di" four prompt.
Flush key: Press to open flush.
Nozzle forward key: short press to adjust the spray rod forward
Nozzle Backward key: short press to adjust the spray lever back.
Nozzle cleaning key: When there is no seat, press it to open the nozzle cleaning function, clean the nozzle, and stop 
automatically in 5 minutes. Press and hold to open the foam shield (Toilet must have foam shield function).

When using a smart toilet for the first time please do not confirm the project

Pre-use confirmation

Power supply plug put in the socket Confirm whether the inlet valve 
is open

Be sure to connect the ground firmly.The power plug of this product is three-phaseplug 
(with ground wire).When a breakdown or leakage occurs, there is a danger ot electric shock.
Consult the electrical installation company when there is no ground plug in the socket.

Fill the inlet Angle valve into the inlet hose! Warning

1.Insert the power plug into the AC 110V socket
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!

Pre-use confirmation

Identify various functions

The nozzle and its water pipe are leaky,
dry water pipe each part hind,use water 
absorbent paper to inspect.

Press the seat to see if the buzzer has 
a "drop".

Check for cleaning, drying, automatic 
deodorization and automatic flushing.

Whether the damping buffer is normal.

Check the cleaning, drying and deodorizing function of the seat sensor. When cleaning 
cover the front end of the nozzle and block the spray nozzle to avoid splashing.

PIease use the power supply 
between 90V - 125V

Fire hazard

warning

1.

2.

3.

4.

Rotation operation button is used

Seniors mode: When sitting, short press the Seniors mode key to activate the elderly mode, and complete the cleaning, flushing,and drying function with one click. At this time, 
the default temperature is the seat temperature, water temperature, and wind temperature in the third gear, which is about 104°F.
Child mode: Regardless of whether you are seated or not, short press the children's mode key to enter children's convenience mode. At this time, the white moving cover of 
the toilet (white moving version) and infrared foot feeling function are blocked for 20 minutes (the shielding is automatically removed after using any of its cleaning modes 
once).Long press the children's mode key to open the children's mode cleaning, and complete the cleaning, fushing, and drying function with one click (at this time, the default 
temperature is seat temperature, water temperature, and phoenix temperature, which are about 93.2°F in the first gear)
Note: When children's mode cleaning is enabled, only the switch stop button, dry/flush button, nozzle forward and nozzle backward buttons are available,and other functions 
cannot be used.

knob
Drying/Stop/Flushing keys:

Bone washing key:

Women's washing key:

When there is no electricity, press and hold to turn on the no electricity flushing.
When not seated, briefly press to activate the flushing function.
When sitting, when activating the function, the first short press will stop the function, the second 
short press will flush and turn on the drying function (if the water has already been flushed once, 
directly turn on the drying function)
Long turn on/off

Self-cleaning of the spray nozzle: When there is no seat, rotate it counterclockwise for a short 
time to supervise the cleaning, turn on the self-cleaning function of the spray nozzle,clean the spray 
nozzle, and automatically stop within 5 minutes. Continue to rotate it short until the buttocks are 
washed or press the stop button to close.
Open Hip Wash: When sitting, short rotate to hip wash, open hip wash, continue short rotate to hip 
wash, open mobile massage wash.

Remote control code checking function. When the toilet is turned on for white check, rotate it 
clockwise until you hear a long beep or two beeps from the toilet, Press any key on the remote 
control continuously and you hear a beep or two beeps from the toilet to complete the code 
checking of the remote control.
Tmall Genie lnternet connection: When the toilet is equipped with Tmall Genie, and there is no 
seat, rotate it to the women's washing room for a long time, hear the Tmall Genie prompt,and enter 
the Tmall Genie Internet connection mode.
Turn on the Women's Wash: When sitting, briefly rotate to the Women's Wash, turn on the 
Women's Wash, continue to briefly rotate to the Women's Wash, and turn on the Mobile Massage 
Clear.

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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operation button is used operation button is used

Power/stop button: 
Short press to stop the function; Long press, toilet on/off

No electricity flushing: 
When there is no electricity, press and hold to turn on flushing.

Women's washing button: 

Hip washing:  

Drying/stopping/flushing:

Women's washing:

Arm wash :

Power outage flushing:

Elderly mode: 

Children's mode: 

Note: 

Drying/flushing button: 

When sitting, if the toilet has been flushed with water once, briefly press, turn on the dryer, continue to 
briefly press, adjust the air temperature, and adjust the gear cycle. The first gear "Di" will sound once, the 
second gear "Di" will sound twice, the third gear "Di" will sound three times, and the room temperature 
gear "Di" will sound long.

1.When not seated, briefly press to flush the toilet.
2. 

3. When sitting, if the toilet has not been flushed, short press to flush the toilet first,then turn it on for drying, 
continue to short press to adjust the air temperature, adjust the four speed cycle, and give a prompt of "Di" 
in the first speed. Second gear "Di"prompts twice, and third gear "Di" prompts three times. At room 
temperature, there is a long sound of Di.

1.When not seated, short touch to activate the flushing function.
2. 

3. 

Remote control code checking function: When the toilet is powered on and self checked, long press the 
women's washing button. When you hear a long beep or two beeps of "Di" from the toilet, continuously press 
any key on there mote control and hear one or two beeps of "Di" from the toilet to complete code checking.
Tmall Genie lnternet connection: When the toilet is equipped with Tmall Genie,and there is no seat, long press 
the women's wash button, hear the prompt of Tmall Genie, and enter the Tmall Genie Internet connection mode.
Seat temperature adjustment: When not seated, briefly press the "Women's Wash' button to adjust the seat 
temperature. Cycle the adjustment at room temperature/1st gear/2nd gear/3rd gear, with one prompt for 93.2°F 
"Di" in the first gear, two prompts for 98.6°F  "Di" in the second gear, three prompts for 104°F  "Di" in the third 
gear, and a long sound for "Di" in the normal temperature gear.
Turn on the Women's Wash: When sitting, briefly press the Women's Wash button to turn on the Women's 
Wash, continue to briefly press the Women's Wash button to turn on the Mobile Massage Wash.

1.

1.

2.

3.

2.

3.

4.

Self cleaning of the nozzle: When not seated, long press the buttock. function ofturn on the self-cleaning the nozzle, clean the nozzle, and automatically 
stop after 5 minutes. Continue to long press the buttocks to wash or stop turning off.

When sitting, when the function is turned on, for the first short touch, stop the function, for the second short touch, flush and turn on the drying (if the 
water has already been flushed once, directly turn on the drying).
Long touch switch

2. 

3. 

Tmall Genie lnternet connection: When the toilet is equipped with Tmall Genie, when the toilet is not seated, touch the woman for a long time to wash, 
hear the Tmall Genie prompt, and enter the Tmall Genie lnternet connection mode.

1. Remote control code checking function: When the toilet is powered on and self checked, long touch the toilet to wash.When you hear a long beep 
or two beeps from the toilet, press any key on the remote control continuously. When you hear a beep or two beeps from the toilet, complete the 
remote control code checking.

 Seat temperature adjustment: When not seated, briefly touch the washer to adjust the seat temperature. Cycle the adjustment at room 
temperature/1st gear/2nd gear/3rd gear, with a prompt of 93.2°F "Di" for the first gear, two prompts of 98.6°F "Di" for the second gear, three prompts 
of 104°F "Di" for the third gear, and a long sound of "Di" for the wet gear.

2. 

3. 

Water temperature regulation: When not seated, briefly touch the buttocks to select and adjust the water temperature. Cycle regulation at room 
temperature/1st gear/2nd gear/3rd gear, with a prompt of 93.2°F "Di" for the first gear, two prompts of 98.6°F "Di" for the second gear, three prompts 
of 104°F "Di" for the third gear, and a long beep for the normal temperature gear.

1. Self cleaning of our head: When not seated, touch the buttocks for a long time to wash, turn on the self-cleaning function of the nozzle, clean the 
nozzle, and automatically stop after 5 minutes. Continue to touch the buttocks for a long time to wash or stop turning it off.

Power outage flushing refers to touching the mechanical button under the armrest. When there is no power, press and hold for 3 seconds to turn on the 
power outage flushing function.

Open Hip Wash: When sitting, short touch Hip Wash, open Hip Wash, continue short touch Hip Wash, open Mobile Massage Wash.

4. Open Women's Wash: When sitting, short touch women's wash, open women's wash, continue short touch women's washopen mobile massage wash.

Water temperature adiustment: When not seated, briefly press the buttocks to adiust the water temperature. and adiust it in a foul speed cycle. The first 
speed is 93.2°F " "Di" with one prompt, the second speed is 98.6°F  "Di" with two prompts, the third speed is104 °F "Di" with three prompts, and the 
room temperature speed is "Di" with one long sound.

1.
2.

Night light switch: When not seated, long press the elderly mode to turn on and off the night light.

Regardless of whether you are sitting or not, short press the children's mode to enter the children's cleaning mode.At this time. the automatic 
cover of the toilet (automatic version) and infrared fot feeling function will be blocked for 20 minutes (after using any of the cleaning modes once, 
the screen will be automatically released). Long press the children's mode to open the children's mode for cleaning, and one click to complete 
the cleaning, fushing, and drying function (at this time, the default is the seat temperature and water temperature, and the wind temperature is 
about 93.2°F in the first gear)

When children's mode cleaning is turned on, only the switch stops. drying/fushing, nozzle forward and nozzle backward are available. and other 
functions cannot be used.

Elderly mode cleaning: When siting, short press Elderly mode to activate Elderly mode, and complete the cleaning, flushing, and drying 
function with one click (at this time, the default is seat temperature, water temperature, and phoenix temperature of 104 °F in the third gear)

Open Hip Wash: When sitting, short press the hip wash, open the hip wash, continue to short press the hip wash, open the mobile massage wash.
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operation button is used Digital display panel indicates instructions

Stop Drying Women's
washing

Buttock
washing Flushing

When the human body is seated

When not seated

2. 

3. 

Female cleaning: Press to activate the female cleaning function; Press female cleaning again to activate female mobile cleaning.

1. Hip cleaning: Press to activate the hip cleaning function; Press the hip cleaning button again to activate the hip movement cleaning.

Drying: Press to activate the drying function; Then connect to the drying and switch to the air temperature range. The prompt sound 1 indicates 
the first air temperature, 2 indicates the second air temperature, and 3 indicates the third air temperature. The prompt sound will continue to 
sound, indicating that the room temperature range is not heated.

4. Stop: Stop the function in use.

Press the buttocks to clean and switcn to the water temperature range. The promnt sound 1 indicates the frst water temnerature, 2 indicates the 
second water temperature, and 3 indicates the third water temperature. The prompt sound keeps ringing, indicating that the room temperature 
range is not heated.

Press the female cleaning button to switch to the seat temperature range, and the prompt tone will sound 1 to indicate the first seat temperature,2 
to indicate the second seat temperature, and 3 to indicate the third seat temperature. The prompt tone will sound continuously, indicating that the 
room temperature range is not heated.

Press and hold the drying buton for 3 seconds, and a prompt sound will sound once to turn off the wall moistening function: Two prompt sounds to 
activate the wall moistening function. Long press and hold the flushing button for 3 seconds to switch betweenl arge and small flushing functions.

Long press the power supply to stop switching on/off the machine.

Long press the hip cleaning button for 3 seconds to activate the mobile cleaning function.

In a complete power outage state, press and hold the flush button to activate the power outage flush function.

Power supply: 
The white light is on and in a powered on state

Water temperature:
There are four levels of water temperature, and there is a gear indicator light on the remote control

Seat temperature:
There are 4 levels of seat temperature, and there is a gearindicator light on the remote control

Wind temperature:
There are 4 levels of wind temperature, and there is a gearindicator light on the remote control

Sitting:
The white light is on to indicate sitting status
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notice for use Daily cleaning and maintenance
Energy-saving function

Slow down the seat and cover.

Seat sensor

There is water coming out of
the sprinkler

remote control

The following measures caneffectively save 
energy
After use, put down the seat ring.

Do not blindly set the water temperatureto 
the high end
Adjustment to not affecting comfortlevel is 
preferred
Spring, summer, autumn and winter,please 
combine the temperature to adjust
Use the device with power saving functionas 
far as possible.
Cut off the power when you go out for along 
time

When there is a possibility of freezing, 
please take anti-freezing measures

The smart toilet has a damping buffering 
device that prevents you from causing a 
crash when you close your seat.

Because the installation has a sensor,so 
when there is no seat, even if the wrong 
operation presses the switch,the spray will 
not squirt water. Buttocks cleaning and 
women's cleaning are not open.
The sensor does not work if a sensoroccurs 
below.
No seat is in the sensor sensor range.

Before and after cleaning or the warm water 
switch is set to open.there is water around 
the nozzle which is normal and not a 
breakdown.

In addition to the above situation,if there is 
water flow, please close the inlet valve,pull 
the plug from the socket,and contact the 
buyer to solve it.

When the battery power is running out, the 
remote control indicator will be dimmed or 
undisplayed. The remote control cannot be 
sensed.Please replace the new battery in 
time.

When cleaning and maintenance, please do not remove the power switch to confirm that the power 
supply of the operation part of the body has been destroyed.

Please rub the soft cloth with water.

If you do not remove dirt in time, it will become difficult to clean. Please use water to clean it
In addition, the use of water to wipe can prevent the generation of static electricity, and 
enter the store to absorb dust, cause this product to become black, become dirty.

In addition, the body can also be removed from the toilet seat to facilitate the cleaning ofthe 
site between the toilet and the body.

There is dirt in the sprinkler head, please have a 
toothbrush and other small brushto clean.

Do not force stretch, bend nozzle

Remove the dust attached to the power plug regularly. Remove the power plug when 
cleaning and wipe with a dry cleaning cloth.

The clean maintenance method of smart toilet.

Clean maintenance of sprinkler head

※

※

※

Please change your seat.

! notice

! warning

Poorinsulation can lead to fireobey

!
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Disassemble and clean When the nozzle function weakens

Disassembly method
Removal method of cap

1.Remove the power plug from the plug 2.Close the inlet valve and stop the 
    water supply

3.Close the inlet valve and stop the water 
   supply

4.Place the cap on the floor mat

Be sure to pull the plug from the socket.
The heater dries, which can lead to smoke or fire.

Please do not connect the power cord or the water supply pipe.
It can cause damage orleakage.

Please be careful when removing the cover and cleaning it.
It can cause leakage and breakdown.
Do not put the upside down without pulling off the power supply,and do not place it directly on 
the ground.
It can cause surface scratching or malfunction.

4.

3.

2.

1.

After long use of the smart toilet, please clean the filter in the following 
order if the spray is stressed.(period depends on local water quality)

The cleaning method of the filter

1 .Close the inlet valve and stop the water

2 . 

3.

4.

5.

6.It's best to run it.(refer to page 13)

Replace the battery of the remote contro

Replace the battery of the remote contro

When removing the filter, be sure to close the inlet valve.
When installing the filter, please tighten the water supply hose, or cause leakage and water 
accumulation.

When the battery is running out,the remote control 
indicator lights up or out. In general, the remote control 
indicator is bright. The battery is mainly used to 
checkthe operating condition of the installation,so the 
service life can be very short.Replace the battery as 
follows.
notice
The positive and negative of the battery must be 
consistent with the logo on the remote control.New 
batteries and old batteries do not mix.Use alkaline 
batteries.

The rear cover ofthe remote control batteryis opened and 
a new battery is replaced(two 1.5V7 alkaline batteries)

Rotate to remove the filter
Please place the basin below the 
corner valve,which will have a 
small amount of water 
coming out.

Use a small brush and water to flush 
the dirt off the attached screen.

Place the filterin the original direction and 
tighten the water supply hose to ensure firm.

Open the Angle valve to the original 
position water supply.
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When notin use for along time There is a danger offreezing in winter

Please be sure to drain the water

Drain and cut off power

1 . Close the inlet valve and stop the water 3.Remove the power plug from the socket.

Don't use smart toilets for long periods of time. (water gets clogged after being polluted)
When the villa is not used for a long time. (in uninhabited homes, temperatures are falling 
faster than expected,prone to freezing and leaking)

4 . Please make sure to run the test when you 
     use it again.

notice

※ It is easy to cause water to leak 
     and cause water to leak.

※ It is easy to cause water to leak 
     and cause water to leak.

Drain water from the water supply hose.
Place the washbasin and other containers under the 
water inlet valve.

Remove the water supply hose from the inlet valve and 
place the end of the water hose into the container

Remove the water hose, be sure to close 
the inletvalve.When installing water hose, 
please insertin place.

Remove the water hose, be sure to close 
the inletvalve.When installing water hose, 
please insertin place.

If it freezes, the water will not squirt out.

When the water supply hose or the water supply 
connection is frozen, the water will not squirt 
out.Cover the water supply hose or the water 
supply connection with a cloth soaked in hot 
water, to thaw it, or raise the temperature in the 
room to allow it to thaw naturally.

notice
Do not pour hot water or hot air into the water 
hose.Possible damage to the main supply pipe.

! notice!

In cold winter, smart can damage due to implement to freeze the water in the 
toilet water. To prevent freezing, please do the following. 
Please remove the plug and plug in the power outlet.

General measures to prevent freezing

The water temperature switch and the seat 
temperature switch switch to [high] and close 
the cover.

Indoor heating 

If there is no heating in the roomplease clean 
the water in the hose.Close the inlet valve and 
stop the water supply.           

Drain water from the water supply hose.Place 
a wash basin and other containers under the 
drain valve.Take the water supply hose from 
the inlet valve and put the end of the water 
hose into the container.

When the water is drained, please insert the hose.

Please make sure to run the test when you use it 
again.

When the water supply hose or the water 
supply connection is frozen, the water will 
not squirt out. Cover the water supply hose 
or the water supply connection with a cloth 
soaked in hot water, to thaw it, or raise the 
temperature in the room to allow it to thaw 
naturally.

notice
Do not pour hot water or hot air into the 
water hose.Possible damage to the main 
supply pipe.

2.
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breakdown predication product standard

Through the above confirmation still cannot immediately when troubleshooting,
please contact the merchants buy the product.

If there is a fault

Some failures can be ruled out by simple operation. Please confirm the 
following items before commissioning

the water doesn't 
squirt out

The power outlet is unplugged

The power switch is in the state 
of [switch]

The power plug is not plugged 
into the socket

leakage

The inlet valve is closed

Mesh blocking

There is a tortuous obstruction 
to the inlet pipe
Not falling into a limited range 
of sensors

Clear nozzle blockage

he water temperature is not set 
at the appropriate temperature

The seat temperature is not set 
at the right temperature
Setting temperature is not set 
at suitable temperature

dust plug

Confirm whether there is a power outage

Press the power switch to light the power 
lamp on the body display

Plug in the power plug

Please unplug the power plug and repair it

Open feed valve

clean strainer

Straighten out the pipe

Adjust the seating position

Clean the nozzle

Cover the water supply hose or the 
water supply connection with a cloth 
soaked in hot water, to thaw it, or raise 
the temperature in the room to allow it to 
thaw naturally.

Press the water temperature key to the 
appropriate temperature

Press the key to adjust to the temperature

Clean the deodorant box or remove the 
deodorant suction inlet

The spray is not gentle

The seatis not warm

Deodorization does not 
work well

nominal voltage

breakdown cause elimination methods

category standard

alternating current 110V+10%，50HZ/60HZ

power 1350W

Hip cleaning

Women cleaning

700ml/min

700ml/min

hot water temperature normal temperature、93.2°F、98.6°F、104°F ( 4 files )

Warm water heating 
method Instantaneous hot water heater

heater power 1600W

safety device

Warm wind temperature

wind speed

heater power

safety device

Temperature of the seat

heater power

safety device

deodorization type

Mobile cleaning

location ofsprinkler head

supply water temperature

Static water supply pressure

Swater Flow 20L/min

0.15-0.75mpa

37.4~104°F

Adjustable Fore and Aft

Move 1.5m before and after sprinkler head

Activated carbon funny catalyst filter

Temperature sensor, temperature fuse wire

about 40W

normal temperature、93.2°F、98.6°F、104°F ( 4 files )

Bimetallic strip,temperature fuse wire

Average about  220W(Max.350W)

>4m/s

118.4°F、131°F、143.6°F ( 3files )

Inlet, water temperature sensor, temperature fuse, thermostat, 
leakage protector

C
leansing function

w
ater yield

D
rying function

Seat heating
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Hidden functions

How to operate

long press the Stop/electric power button, turn off the machine for 3 seconds, short 
press the remote control washing button, hear the toilet prompt "tick", and turn off the toilet moisture 
function; "Suodi" twice, turn on the function of the toilet to moisten seconds, short press the bone
wash button of the remote control, hear the toilet prompt "crow", and turn off the atmosphere light; "Didi" 
twice,turn on the atmosphere light.

long press the power/stop button, turn off the power for 3 seconds, short press the remote control seat 
temperature button, and hear the toilet prompt "tut" to turn off the foot sensor; "Tick" twice to open the 
foot feeling.

long press the power/stop button, turn off the machine for 3 seconds, short press the remote control 
flush button, hear the "Hi" prompt from Mafu, and stop button, turn off the machine for 3 seconds, press 
the turn button of the remote control for a short time, hear the toilet prompt "tick" and the function is 
turned off; "Tick" twice,the function is turned on.

long press the power/stop key, turn off the machine for 3 seconds, short press the flip key of the remote 
control to enter the microwave induction distance adjustment, press the spray bar forward and the spray 
bar backward keys to adjust the distance gear, with a minimum of one "tick" prompt for gear 1 and a 
maximum of five "tick" prompts for gear 5. The display will prompt 01-05 gears at the same time.
Press and hold the flip button to turn on and off the microwave.

Adjusting the flipping force of the cover and loop: Long press the power/stop button, turn off the 
machine for 3 seconds, and short press the remote control spray bar forward button to adjust the flap 
strength. There are 15 gears from 00 to 14, each gear has a "tick" prompt, and the maximum force 
gear has a long sound prompt.

6. Within 3 seconds of shutting down, press the hip wash button to turn on and off the ambient light.

Within 3 seconds of shutting down the machine, press the drying button to switch on and off the 
circle dropping and flushing function.

1.Touch the seat automatic moisture switch: 

2. Foot sensor switch: 

3. Switching from large to small flushing: 

4. Microwave induction distance adjustment:

5. Adjusting the flipping force of the cover and loop:

7.

Warranty and terms of warranty
Dear customers, welcome your practical smart toilet. The product has been certified by CCC and 
iso9001-2008.

Principle of the warranty
failure operation in normal operation without private repair, which enjoy lifetime repair guarantee.

One of the following conditions is not guaranteed. But can carry out charge maintenance.
The damage caused by human factors, the use of hot style abnormal wage environment,and 
the damage caused by the use of the manual, etc.;
User's personal self-disassembly, self-repair, modification or repair by the company'swarranty 
unit;

Damage caused by force majeure (e.g. fire, flood, earthquake, lightning strike, etc.);

No product warranty card.

The warranty card is inconsistent with the product model, bar code or altered

In the case of exceeding warranty period, we will collect the maintenance cost and certain 
service fee of the product parts if the after-sales service is needed.

Please fill in the warranty card after purchasing the product. No company warranty seal is invalid.

Please make sure to fill in the warranty card and send the warranty card back to our company 
within one month after purchase, to join our after-sales maintenance system so as to better enjoy 
the services provided by our company.

1.

2.

3.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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